In order to explore measuring accuracy of coded-structured-light 3D measurement 
Introduction
Coded structured light method is one of primary directions in non-contact vision 3D measurement development for its composite advantages of high accuracy and high efficiency [1] . In recent years, vision 3D measurement equipments [2, 3] with high integration and high speed have been produced, that could be preliminarily used in RE fields [4] [5] [6] such as medicine, archeology and toy. But in high-measurement-accuracy and high-sampling-density industrial site, such as turbine blade reconstruction, coded structured light method still can not meet the requirement that met by low speed CMM.
In order to further increase measuring accuracy and adaptability, influencing factors to measurement is to be analyzed by measuring error analysis and uncertainty evaluat ion, so the configuration and measuring method of coded structured light system could be optimized [7] . By analytic geometry model, relationship between measuring error and system parameters are analyzed, so factors to measuring error from system configuration are limited. By projective geometry model, type B uncertainty is evaluated.
Device performance is an important factor to measuring error, performance of projector and camera are developing rapidly, so some theoretical deficiency such as sampling density could be covered by high device performance.
As a coding principle of system, Gray code adopts black and white stripes that have the minimum interference by reflectance ratio and color of measured surface, so it is the most suitable for turbine blade measurement.
Based on designed system configuration and measuring principle in this paper, measurement system was established, measuring error and type A uncertainty evaluation are analyzed.
System mathematic model
System mathematic model is theoretical basis of error analysis and parameter design, uncertainty evaluation and calibration. System mathematic model includes analytic geometry model and projective geometry model.
Analytic geometry model
Analytic geometry model reflects the azimuthal relationship between projector, camera and measured surface clearly, by which it is easy to control error factors [8] . Space coordinates (x, y, z) of measured surface can be calculated by Equation (1) .
Where,  0 , B are structural parameters calibrated previously; horizontal view angle  1 and vertical view angle  1 are device parameters calibrated previously; CCD resolution N, M can be set; Spot coordinate (n, m) can be acquired from encoding image; Scanning angle  can be figured out by encoding and decoding principle.
Projective geometry model
The model generated from Tsai projective geometry model of camera. Equation ( 2) 
Error analysis and parameter design
Azimuthal parameters and device parameters in the two models are unitized, while analytic geometry model reflects the azimuthal relationship between projector, camera and measured surface clearly, so it is convenient for analyzing the relationship between measuring errors and structural parameters.
Composite error xyz (xyz=
) is determined by two factors: system parameters and their calibration errors; coordinates of image sampling points and their location errors.
For established system, the calibrated system parameters are fixed and the calibration errors can be ignored here. Then the location errors of image sampling points are considered primary influencing factor to xyz.
Where,  =n=m is location error of image sampling point. Then 
According to above equation, it is known that:
①xyz is uneven distribution, varies following (m, n); ②xyz is directly proportional to ; so location error of image sampling point should be as small as possible; ③xyz is inversely proportional to B, so distance between primary optical axis of projector and camera should be as large as possible; ④Relationship between xyz and  0 is monotonic and nonlinear, so included angle between primary optical axis of projector and camera should be as large as possible;
⑤Relationship between xyz and  1 ( 1 ) is monotonic and nonlinear, so view angle of projector and camera should be as small as possible; ⑥xyz is directly proportional to N(M), so number of CCD effective pixel should be as large as possible.
According to the six points mentioned above, in order to reduce system error, device parameters, azimuthal parameters should be optimized; coordinates of image sampling points should be sub-pixel located [9] .
After the device parameters in Equation (6) set, xyz max varied follow B and  0 . The relationship is shown in Figure 1 ,  0 is primary influencing factor to composite error. To meet the design requirements, all the system parameters should be compromised according to measuring condition. In addition, besides measurement accuracy, the following four points should be considered:
① Large system measurement range alone x and y, and little shelter； ② Proper focal length of projector and camera, for the maximum measurement depth alone z; ③ Proper distance between projector (camera) and measured surface, for the maximum optical power;
④ The minimum volume of measurement system. Among the four points, the measurement range, named measurable space, is the first to be considered. Measurable space can be projected by projector and shoot by camera. On a measured plane vertical to z, the relationship between projecting range of projector and shooting range of camera is show in Figure 2 , that measurement range alone x is equal and measurement range alone y is similar. To meet the requirements, the azimuth between projector and camera is shown in Figure 3 (a) and Figure 3(b) . Where L is distance between measured surface and measurement system; W and H are projecting range alone x and y separately; H p is difference in height between lower edge of projected image and lens center; difference in height between projector and camera H d =H p 0.5H. Equation (7) can be deduced by Figure 3(a) . 
In Equation (6),  0 and  1 can be figured out by Equation (7); L, W, NM can be acquired from device specification; location error of image sampling point <0.5. So relationship between xyz max and B is shown in Figure 4 , where the influence to xyz max from  0 is larger than that from B. 
Uncertainty evaluation
Type B evaluation is based on uncertainty evaluation of uncertainty component and transfer coefficients. So projective geometry model was used here.
, was treated as target of uncertainty evaluation.
Type B Evaluation consists of uncertainty source analysis, standard uncertainty evaluation of uncertainty component, and combined standard uncertainty. It is supposed that the uncertainty components are mutually independent.
Uncertainty evaluation of camera parameters and projector parameters
Camera parameters were calibrated by Two-step Method of Tsai. The means and variances based on six groups of calibrated parameters are shown in Table 1 . The calibration of projector parameters was the same as that of camera. The calibrated parameters and their mean, variances are shown in Table 1 . The calibration of projector parameters was achieved by projecting orthogonal Gray code, so the accuracy of calibrated parameters was lower than that of camera. 
Uncertainty evaluation of m c and n p
In calculation of (X w , Y w , Z w ), m c was quantified as center of CCD pixel, whose error obeyed uniformly distribution in [0, 0.5]. The variance is shown in Equation (8) . Where, a and b presented dispersion of distribution. 
Uncertainty evaluation of n c
n c was determined by sub-pixel location method. Encoding patterns were projected to a plane, and n c of detected points in every line were fitted to a line. The distance from detected points to fitted line was treated as residual errors, then variances could be calculated, that is 0.035 pixel.
Combined standard uncertainty
Combined standard uncertainty u D was figured out by , where u i was uncertainty components, and a i was transfer coefficients, as is shown in Table 2 . According to Table 2 , the combined standard uncertainty was u D =0.302mm.
Measurement experiments
Coded structured light system consists of 3DLP projector, 3CCD camera and computer. Projector view angle is 26, and DMD resolution is 1920×1080 pixels. Camera view angle is 21, and CCD resolution is 1360×1024 pixels; In order to further improve measurement Structural Design and Uncertainty Analysis of Coded Structured Light System for High-accuracy Shape Reconstruction Haibin Wu, Liquan Wang, Xiaoyang Yu, Yang Jiao, Xuying Wang accuracy based on method in this paper, range and depth of measurement system were reduced. System range is 400mm(x)300mm(y), 300600mm(z). Based on single view angle data, whole view angle data was acquired by rotating registration method [10] . Edge Gray code was adopted to reduce theoretical quantization error and decoding error against traditional Gray code [11].
Measurement error analysis
High reflectance unicolor metal standard plane and low reflectance gypsum standard plane perpendicular to depth direction (z) were measured separately. Standard plane moved from 300mm to 600mm alone depth direction (z) at intervals of 100mm, and traditional Gray code and edge Gray code were used to measure in each position separately. As is shown in Table 3 , measurement accuracy was improved by edge Gray code, while measurement error of high reflectance surface was larger than that of low reflectance surface. The error was evaluated by distance from every point to their fitting plane. 
Measurement uncertainty analysis
Type A evaluation is based on measurement experiments of plane in section 2, the residual errors were evaluated by distance from every point to their fitting plane. In position of Z (Z=300, 400, 500, 600), the variances were evaluated by Bessel equation, as is shown in Table 4 . 
Conclusions
Quantization relationship between measuring error and device parameters, azimuth parameters were analyzed. System parameters were designed by taking into account system range, shelter, depth of field, luminous power and system capacity.
Error of measured high reflectance unicolor standard plane was 0.60.8mm, and reconstructed turbine blade shape had same visual effect as the real one, so industrial evaluation requirement was basically met.
Based on calibration data and image processing data, T ype B evaluation by uncertainty evaluation of error sources in mathematic model and transfer coefficients had similar results as Type A evaluation based on measured data measured on standard plane.
Further research work will focus on calibration method and sub-pixel location method and improving sampling density.
